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Purpose of the
Master Plan
The purpose of the Main Street master plan is to provide a series of
actionable recommendations that will foster downtown revitalization
within the Baldwin Avenue corridor DeFuniak Springs. All
recommendations will include:

Community

All recommendations are based on a

Analysis

balance between community vision
elements and attainable goals as identified
during the existing conditions analysis

Implementable

Recommendations are required to be
implementable, ensuring the vision can be
witnessed.
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Main Street Study Area
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Public Input Synopsis
68% of responses support alleyway activation
Most residents enter the downtown from US-90
Code enforcement and property maintenance are
priorities for residents
Affordable (quality) housing is strongly desired
More retail and dining is desired in the downtown
Public art or attractions are desired in the ROW
Quaint and Historic are overwhelmingly used to
define DFS
Public input participants want spaces for people
to gather and mingle
58% of respondents support integration of bike
lanes or alternative transportation into the
downtown
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Land Use
Recommendations
Alter local ordinances and zoning to require retail or servicebased industries in the Main Street corridor
Implement a vacant property ordinance
Code alterations and recommendations
Creation of a historic downtown zoning district
Adoption of an updated future land use map
Integration or dedication of public space
Update zoning and ordinances to ensure a minimum Floor Area
Ratio (FAR) is met
Reduce parking requirements for downtown overlay district

Retail Ordinance

FAR Requirements

This ordinance will require first-floor, storefront spaces

FAR stands for Floor Area Ratio is a calculation of how

to be retail or service-based industries. Non-conforming

much coverage a lot allows. In a zero-lot line build

uses will be allowed to continue until such a time as the

situation such as Main Street the FAR should be a ratio

property changes hands.

of 1.65 or 3, meaning full coverage of the lot with 2 or 3
story buildings.
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Activate pedestrian alleyways

Built Environment
Recommendations

Update and enforce signage
regulations
Preparation and implementation of
form-based code for the historic
district
Implement an annual façade program
Create downtown design guidelines
Create and maintain public spaces
throughout
the downtown area
Design
Architect
Activate underutilized downtown
buildings
Work with local realtors to create a
downtown properties marketing
database
Incentivize improved building

Pedestrian
Alleyways

Form Based Code

utilization through fiscal & non-fiscal

Activating pedestrian alleyways will provide

Form based code will allow for an

concessions

an opportunity for increased retail frontage

increased variety in building typology

and dining/gathering spaces. Additionally,

while preserving the downtown character

the alleyways would offer a bicycle and

that residents have identified as critical

pedestrian priority zone. Consolidated trash

for preservation. Instill this code on a

receptacles will be required.

defined verlay district in downtown.
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Infrastructure
Recommendations
Infrastructure systems are the backbone of
Conduct a physical and visual assessment of infrastructure systems
Underground utilities in the alleyways
Install a pedestrian safe crossing at the railroad tracks
Implement green infrastructure to manage stormwater along the Baldwin

any downtown corridor. They will determine
the viability of economic development, while
also preserving necessary systems for the
residents quality of life.

Ave corridor
Conduct a sidewalk & ADA accessibility audit
Review the necessity of a downtown irrigation system
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Urban Design
Recommendations
Transportation systems are critical to ensuring visitors and residents can
access the downtown in a safe and efficient manner. These
recommendations will include urban design ideas to provide equitable
transportation in the downtown.
Create one-way roads on targeted North to South Streets
Add sidewalk width by realigning the road
Provide head-in parking
Strategically locate ADA parking for equitable access
Create a pedestrian plaza at the current railroad exhibit location

Design Ideas

Install bike lanes and sharrow lanes

Concepts of a vision

Install pedestrian-scaled lighting and amenities
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Main Street
Circulation
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Urban Design Concepts
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7th St Design Improvemen
Street Cross Section

Add a subheading
Add a subheading
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7th St - Urban Design Improvements
Pedestrian Priority & Enhanced Experience
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8th St - Design Improvements
Street Cross Section
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8th St - Urban Design Improvements
Pedestrian Priority & Enhanced Experience
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Baldwin Ave - Design Improvements
Street Cross Section
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Baldwin Ave - Design Improvements
Pedestrian Priority & Enhanced Experience
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Nelson Ave - Design Improvements
Street Cross Section
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Nelson Ave - Urban Design Improvements
Pedestrian Priority & Enhanced Experience
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Design Theme

Transportation
Recommendations
Installation of bike storage and staging facilities
Increase the intensity of site amenities
Install parking signage
Install wayfinding signage
Implement & enforce timed parking limits
Designate a bike path through downtown and the adjacent areas
Create and stripe parking along Circle Drive
Dedicated spaces for low-speed vehicles

Bike Storage & Charging

Stripe Parking

Bike storage and charging is required for encouraging

With the growth of downtown, it is critical that additional parking

improved downtown utilization. Offering free bike

locations become identified. Instead of providing structured parking right

charging (based on solar facilities) would increase the

away, it is recommended to utilize the public ROW space around circle

alternative transportation usage.

drive and improve the sidewalk access. Based on quick calculations, this
could provide up to 200 parallel parking spots on just the northern half of
the drive.
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Parks & Rec
Recommendations
Review the recent Parks & Rec Master Plan
for more recommencations
Connect the downtown to the golf course &
neighborhoods through a multi-purpose trail
Integrate small vegetative animal relief zones
Integrate space for a lake-to-lake linear park through the
downtown
Implement a tree & vegetation ordinance for installation
and maintenance
Integrate play spaces into the downtown, encouraging
migration and extended duration.

Park to park trails will link not only the parks
to downtown but the entire community,
encouraging healthy lifestyles and
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community exploration

Parks & Rec
Recommendations

Downtown Play Spaces will encourage all
ages of residents to stay longer, increasing
expenditures.

Green Infrastructure
Recommendations

Install drought-tolerant vegetation
Create rain gardens or other facilities to manage
roadway stormwater
Create an independent electric vehicle charging
station near the intersection of Baldwin Ave & 6th St
Install solar or LED lighting throughout the
downtown
Provide shade sails or structures through
pedestrian alleyways to limit the need for air

Shade Sails

Solar Lighting

For gathering spaces

The best of both options

conditioning
Create public e-bike charging stations
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Provide zoning changes to allow for
multi-family housing to be built to zero
lot lines
Require attainable housing in multiple
story new construction in the downtown
overlay district
Prepare building development scenarios
Implement housing on upper floors on
key sites

Building Inventory

Zoning Changes

Understanding availability

Preserving spaces

Create 2nd floor housing opportunities
at the adjacent courthouse site
Coordinate implementation for
staggered housing

Attainable Housing
Partner with the CRA to create, market, and sell attainable
housing on a deed-restricted process. This will ensure long-term
viability for affordable housing in the community. This is an
excellent opportunity for infill development or CRA owned
property rehab

Housing Recommendations

Conduct a building inventory
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Targeted Scenario
Development
Preparing a highest and best use for targeted
parcels in the downtown.

3 sites
Distinct uses
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Development Site #1

the downtown corridor, this property would provide additional
opportunities for a variety of uses.
9th to 8th, between alley and Nelson
Mixed use development
3 stories (34’ Tall)
Retail & Restaurants on the first floor
Residences on floor 2 & 3
75% lot coverage
“U-Shape” building with rear entrance parking
45,000 Sq Ft Residential (2/3 Bed, 1/2 Bath)
28,000 Sq Ft Commercial
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S 8th St

Providing a strong gateway into town on the Western end of

Nelson Ave

S 9th St

Mixed Use Property
Development

Development Site #2

S 9th St

Civic Space
Development
Civic spaces are where people gather, congregate, and interact.
This type of space fulfills the necessary 3rd space for
downtowns, ensuring equitable usage.
NW Corner of Baldwin & 9th
Plaza and Public Gathering Space
Amphitheater and permanent gathering space
Facility for festivals (including connections)
.195 acre lot
Municipal ownership recommended
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Baldwin Ave

Development Site #3

S 5th St

The proposed catalyst development site has unique

Nelson Ave

S 6th St

Catalyst Site
Development
opportunities with topographic changes, allowing for increased
height, but limited impact. This site can also serve as a housing
generator for the downtown.
Parcels across from the Courthouse (from Nelson to Baldwin)
Mixed-use development
Internal structured parking (with access from the alleyway)
3 or 4 stories (40’ tall)
Retail and restaurants on the first floor
Professional offices on the second floor
Same height as buildings at 6th
100% lot coverage
Court building
39,500 Sq Ft Commercial
25,000 Sq Ft Office
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55,000 Sq Ft residential (studio,1 bed, 2 bed)

Baldwin Ave

Economic
Development
Initiatives

Site Redevelopment
Reactivation of anchor buildings in the
downtown will provide one of the strongest
ROIs possible and make a lasting impact on
the overall corridor economic health

A sustainable local ecosystem provides the building
blocks for a strong downtown. Diversifying the
downtown will complete this task.
Targeted business acquisition process

Complete a Business Retention and

(clothes, experience, dining)

Expansion Strategy

Incentivize property rehabilitation with

Acquire and activate a targeted

deferred property taxes (increases)

property/building for: 1) co-working space and

Offer façade and signage grants with CRA

2) restaurant incubator

assistance

Partner with the CRA to acquire parcels for

Incentivizing rehab through deferred property

Create and enforce international property

catalyst development sites

tax increases will encourage people to

maintenance code

Implement the farmers market permanent

undertake necessary property upgrades.

structure

Removing this potential or perceived barrier

Incentivize Rehab

will aid in building catalyst changes in the
downtown
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awareness
Develop strategies designed whereby
City partners can collaborate to produce
events and activities
Leverage the varying, unique
characteristics of each individual
downtown merchant
Increase brand awareness of/interest in
Main Street DeFuniak Springs

Create Partners

Engage All

programming among target audiences
Opportunities to maximize earned media
coverage locally and beyond
Engage happy attendees and build

Raise Awareness
Through raising awareness, the community will be able to
explain the available amenities to the community and visitors
alike. This effort will diversify the nuanced shopper profile and
ensure sustainability.

loyalists who tell and share their positive
Main Street DeFuniak Springs

Branding Recommendations

Maximize and increase publicity,
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Comment Forms
Please fill out the comment forms and return
by 10/14/2022. Please send edits to Chelsea
Blaich at director@mainstreetdfs.org and Ben
Levenger at Ben@DTRedevelopment.com

